
Linda Dailey doesn’t seem like the action-adventure type. She works 
as an assistant human resource manager and accounts receivable 
supervisor at Miyano Machinery USA Inc., near Chicago. “I have a 
desk job,” says Dailey, 52, the mother of two children. “I don’t go out 
and do exciting things.”

But one day in 2004, she did just that, surprising everybody in 
her offi ce—including herself. That’s when the breast cancer survivor 
jumped out of an airplane.

Ten years earlier, Dailey had bought a skydiving trip for her son’s 
18th birthday. “But it occurred to me then that skydiving was actually 
something I’d always wanted to do. I just didn’t think I could.” 

 On her 50th birthday, Dailey’s mother and daughter gave her a 
skydiving gift—some two years to the day after her diagnosis of stage- 
two breast cancer. “They just sort of kidnapped me and made me do 
it,” Dailey says with a laugh. 

Though she thought she’d be scared during the tandem jump; she 
wasn’t. Free-falling from 14,500 feet “was totally amazing,” Dailey 
says. “It was a bit cold, but beyond that, it felt like I was diving into 
water and hadn’t held my nose.” And what an ocean of a view. “There 
was nothing inhibiting the view for miles around, and it was so quiet 
under the canopy,” she says. “What exhilarating freedom.”

It was a freedom she thought she’d never get to experience after 
surviving a 1.6-cm tumor that spread to two lymph nodes and 
required a lumpectomy, eight chemotherapy sessions, and almost 
eight weeks of radiation. 

 “I have a strong belief in family and friends and God, and I had 
faith I would pull through,” she says. Today she tries to live more 
fully. “I’ve decided to have fun in life. I just don’t say no to too much 
these days.”

That includes doing breast cancer-related volunteer work. On 
Sunday and Monday nights, Dailey answers the Y-ME National 
Breast Cancer Organization hotline (800/221-2141), which connects 
survivors with each other. “It helps me to help others,” she says. 

“Sometimes when I talk to women who are very distraught, I tell 
them my story and they just can’t believe I did what I did,” she says. 
“They say, ‘Wow, there really can be a good life beyond treatment.’ 
And I say, ‘Yes, I’m living proof.’ ”

BREAST CANCER   MADE ME
WHILE BATTLING BREAST CANCER, OR HAVING BEATEN IT, THESE 
FOUR WOMEN PUSHED THEMSELVES TO THE LIMITS OF THEIR 
BODIES—AND IMAGINATIONS.   BY DENISE GEE
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TAKE A HIKE

Norma Jean DeVico has just fi nished her 18th watercolor 
canvas—all created while hiking the Appalachian Trail. That 
alone is an accomplishment, but it’s her hike that truly put 
this breast cancer survivor on the map. She’s walking the 
entire stretch of the trail—all 2,160 miles of it—from Springer 
Mountain in Georgia to Mount Katahdin in Maine.

Though she’s not hiking it all at once (“I do have to work 
for a living,” she says), the 50-year-old freelance writer from 
Titusville, New Jersey, is doing it in weeklong stretches, 
often skipping from state to state to take advantage of good 
weather. She began her journey in March 2006 to help raise 
money for the Breast Cancer Resource Center, YWCA, 
Princeton, which helped her greatly during her treatment 
and recovery. 

So far DeVico  has covered 1,500 miles, some of it with 
friends but most of it alone. She’s made it from Georgia to 
Pennsylvania, and has spent some extended weekends hiking 
in all of the trail’s northern states, from New Jersey to Maine. 

The hardest part so far? Walking more than 22 miles 
in one day and through the night, over two steep, rocky, 
slippery mountains. “It was truly beautiful,” she recalls. She 
stopped hiking in fall due to ankle pain and fatigue, but 
plans to resume this spring. Or maybe sooner. “Every time I 
get off the trail I can hear it calling me back,” she says.

DeVico’s quest to live to the fullest began two years ago, 
when her breast cancer diagnosis was followed by the death 
of her father and then her beloved cat. After those blows 
came news that she had chronic lymphocytic leukemia. 

“All of this made me realize that it was time to pursue 
my dreams,” she says, one of them being to hike the 
Appalachian Trail. And while she’s doing that she’s educating 
women she meets along the way about the importance of 
having regular mammograms.

 DeVico became interested in the trail at age 16, when 
a group of male friends from high school were planning to 
hike a section for a month. “Every day they came to school 

and asked, ‘What are you bringing to eat? What kind of 
boots are you wearing? How warm is your sleeping bag?’ 
The question they never asked was, ‘Robin, Rona, Joan, 
Norma Jean, do you want to join us?’ They left without us, 
and I said to myself, ‘I’ll show them; I’m gonna do the whole 
thing! Someday.’ ”

 She isn’t afraid of taking on such a big challenge, or 
of  hazards on the trail, including the possibility of meeting 
a black bear or rattlesnake. So far it’s been uneventful. 
DeVico, who has an MFA in printmaking, also taught herself 
watercolor painting right after her breast cancer diagnosis. 
She packs along her watercolors to document the vistas, and 
plans to have a gallery show after fi nishing her last hike.

DeVico’s biggest thrill came on August 24—her 50th 
birthday. That was when she went straight to the top of 
Maine’s majestic Mount Katahdin. “It was wonderful,” she 
says. “I told everyone I saw how happy I was. There was a 
woman in the parking lot who had a guitar, and she played 
‘Happy Birthday’ to me, and at the top, I was serenaded by 
fellow hikers.”

Karen Gorrell remembers the exact moment her life 
changed for the better. It wasn’t the day the 40-year-old 
fi nished treatment for stage-two breast cancer in May 2005. 
It happened a month later, when the Wood-Ridge, New 
Jersey, mother of two was on a family vacation. 

“I’d gained a good bit of weight during chemotherapy, 
and was feeling weighed down and unhappy,” she says. To 
jolt her out of a negativity rut, “My dad, who’s been a runner 
all his life, got me thinking about running on a regular 
basis,” she says. Gorrell  had dabbled in exercise in the past, 
“but ultimately the treadmill became just another place to 
hang clothes.” 

On this day, though, there was something about his 
fatherly advice that stuck. “The very next day I went for a 
run, and my daughter rode her bike alongside me,” Gorrell 
says. “I guess I just went from there.” And how.

RUN AWAY

Gorrell never dreamed she’d gain the discipline to run 
on a nearly daily basis or complete the 26.2-mile ING New 
York City Marathon, which she did on Nov. 5, 2006. That’s 
no easy feat for anyone; even seven-time Tour de France 
cyclist Lance Armstrong called it “the hardest physical 
thing I’ve ever done.” But Gorrell was ready for it.

“While standing on the Verrazano Bridge waiting for the 
starting gun, I was a little nervous about what lay ahead,” she 
recalls. But by midrace, alongside nearly 38,000 runners, 
and with more than 2 million spectators cheering her on, 
“I felt pretty good physically,” she says. “I was confi dent 
that I would fi nish, so I just enjoyed looking around each 
neighborhood I passed through.” And at the end of the 
race, “I was relieved and proud in equal measure—and also 
pleasantly surprised that it was not as physically draining as 
I thought.  It was hard, but I was still standing.” She fi nished 
in 4 hours 24 minutes and 53 seconds.

Gorrell, director of merchandising systems for Barnes 
& Noble, ran as a member of Fred’s Team, a group of 650 
people who run to raise research money for Memorial 
Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center—and in memory of Fred 
Lebow, the New York City Marathon founder who died 
from brain cancer in 1994. As part of Gorrell’s recent 
struggle with cancer, MSNBC paired her with Today show 
correspondent Natalie Morales, who featured Gorrell in 
the series “Today Runs a Marathon.” 

“I just wanted to do this while I could,” Gorrell says 
upon refl ection. “I want to be the healthiest and strongest 
I can be. Life is short.”

These days Gorrell is staying in shape by running at 
least 5 miles a day, four days a week. And alongside her 
husband of 14 years, John, and their two children James, 
12, and Jessica, 9, she’s eating healthier than ever. She’s  
training for her next marathon run. She plans to run 
one in Big Sur, California, in April and hopes to run at 
least two a year. Such a goal will keep her in shape but 
also keep the spotlight on the fact that “breast cancer 
can be just a bump in the road.”
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RIDE FOR MY LIFE

The view of San Francisco Bay couldn’t have been more 
beautiful as fog rolled in late last June. But as Jane Tomlinson, 
who has incurable stage-four breast cancer, climbed on her 
bicycle, she was focused only on two things: her intense back 
and hip pain, which she hoped to bury deep, and the ride 
ahead of her, one that would prove the most memorable 
of her life. The journey would take the 42-year-old more 
than 4,240 miles across the United States, as well as to new 
emotional heights. Six years earlier, her doctor had told this 
mother of three that she only had 6 months to live. And live 
she would.

“I wanted to prove to myself and others that a terminal 
prognosis isn’t a death sentence,” Tomlinson says of her 9-
week mission to raise more than $300,000 for the Damon 

Runyon Cancer Research Foundation. “It’s something 
you can live with—really live with—to the fullest.” 

Just two months after fi nishing her fourth round 
of chemotherapy in six years, Tomlinson, a pediatric 
radiographer, had bolstered herself before the trip 
by taking herceptin up until a week before the 
ride; she hoped it would keep her cancer from 
spreading during the intense journey. She also has 

been battling chronic heart disease, a side effect of 
being treated with heavy doses of medications.

Tomlinson set out on her ride fl anked by two friends 
and cheered on by her husband, Mike, 45, and 9-year-old 
son Steven. Traversing new territory is nothing new to the 
woman from Leeds in Yorkshire, England. She is used to 
forging her own path. Since fi rst combating breast cancer 
at 26 (only to have it return 10 years later), Tomlinson 
has run the London Marathon three times (once while 
undergoing chemotherapy); ridden her bike the length 
of Britain; and cycled 60 miles a day for 35 days during 
the “Rome to Home” tandem ride. She also is the fi rst 
person with cancer ever to have completed the Ironman 
Florida Triathlon, for which she swam 2.4 miles in the 
Gulf of Mexico, cycled 112 miles in high heat, and then 
completed a 26.2-mile run—all in less than 17 hours. 
Little wonder that she has been honored by Queen 
Elizabeth II, and in 2003 was voted “the most inspirational 
woman in Britain.” 

Since Tomlinson’s cancer, which affects seven parts 
of her body) began to take hold, she has raised more than 
£1.5 million (about $2,866,000) for cancer charities and 
research. She and Mike also wrote The Luxury of Time
(SIMON & SCHUSTER, 2005), detailing breast cancer’s effect 
on their marriage and family. 

But during her U.S. adventure, Tomlinson’s bravado 
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would be shaken to the core. She met temperatures of nearly 
120 degrees, reached heights of nearly 11,000 feet, plowed 
through driving winds and rain, suffered severe exhaustion, 
and came face to face with dogs on the attack. She describes 
all of it as “hideous torture.” But she didn’t give up—though 
she threatened to constantly. 

“You just had to see her hobble off the bike each day. It 
was painful to watch,” says Mike Tomlinson, “but beautiful 
to see her digging so deep.”

 Looking back, “I defi nitely wouldn’t do it again from a 
personal-sanity perspective,” Tomlinson says, “but I’m glad 
I did it. The exercise just helps me feel positive. I refuse to 
live in my own waking wake.” Her ride ended Sept. 1 when 
she rode into Battery Park in New York City. 

“There’s a saying that it’s the journey, not the destination 
that matters,” she said of her experience. “From where I 
stand, arrival means all.”

At press time, Tomlinson was undergoing another round 
of chemotherapy and resting at home in England. “It’s time to 
think about being close to my children (including daughters 
Suzanne and Rebecca),” she says. With terminal cancer, 
Jane realizes that this may have been her last opportunity 
to propel herself—and breast cancer awareness—forward in 

such a major way. 
“I know I won’t win the battle against breast cancer,” 

she says, “but hopefully others in the future will benefi t 
from the money we’ve raised.” 

To read more about Jane’s experience or to donate to 
her cause, visit www.janesappeal.com.
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